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The O Show part two
Our Spring newsletter
was full of the delights
of Otis and Olive, the
first of the calves born
this year. And now we
have Orchid and Onyx
too, all out at grass,
growing like topsy. With
six weeks between the
two pairs, I can’t believe
how quickly the older
ones have grown.
We calved indoors so

turning out the two
cows with their younger
calves was quite exciting. They stopped
every yard to rip something lush from the
hedge or the banks, in
no particular hurry to
join the rest of the
herd, but once reunited
there was some heavy
cow on cow tussling, a
realignment of the
pecking order. This in-

volved some high spirited galumphing around
the field, and then hefty
swinging and pushing
about of heads of the
two matriarchal cows
coming together after a
few weeks apart. I don’t
know who was deemed
top of the pile, but by
next morning all was
quiet and the herd resettled into its comfortable ranking.

One of the most endearing sights is how
the cows will sit in a
circle, like petals, surrounding the calves,
protecting them from
whatever threat might
arise. Males, females,
old and young will all
play nannying roles and
are incredibly careful of
the babies.
Young Onyx is at the
front of the photo
showing off her huge
ears, while Orchid
stands up to the right of
the photo, and all being
babysat by Quartz who
hasn’t even had a calf
of her own yet—typical
of cows to leave babysitting to the heifers.
Perhaps that’s how
they learn about motherhood? Otis is sitting
down on the left—
amazing difference in
size to the younger
ones, just 6 weeks older
but twice the size.
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Baby birds
The incubators have been buzzing away and we have handfuls
of goslings and ducklings and
chicks.
This weekend we were running
one of our Introduction to
Smallholding weekends and everyone was able to hold a chick
that was a few hours old, bold
as brass and cheeping loudly.
Having earlier handled their father, they were amazed at how
such a small thing can grow into
something so big.

to a wren or a sparrow they
are chunky, robust birds. The
size of legs and feet is reassuring; nothing delicately twiglike, rather great big paddles,
even if they are newly soft and

smooth—think of the paw pads of
newborn puppies, or the heels of babies and you’ll have the right idea.

Few hours old Aylesbury duckling

To be honest, once dried out
and fluffed up I can never believe that a duckling ever fitted
into an egg just an hour previously. This sweet curious duckling was only a very few hours
old, bright as a button and
warm as toast. In comparison

Lamb and beef boxes
It’s that time of year again; we
have lots of lovely grass fed lamb
and beef available for delivery direct to your door. Absolutely no
concentrates have been fed to our
lambs (and our calves just get a
tiny ration at weaning), so they
are slow grown on nothing but
their dam’s milk & our pasture.
Research carried out by the National Trust confirms that the
health benefits of eating beef &
lamb are greater when animals
are fed totally on grass, their natural food. Omega 3 fatty acids - recognised as essential to good physical & mental health - are higher in

meat from grass & the levels of
saturated fat are a third of grain
fed meat. So there you are,
delicious AND good for you.
Prices unchanged from 2012!
Half lamb box (app. 5-7 kilos) £70 delivered
Whole lamb box
(app. 10– 14 kilos)
£115 delivered.
10k beef box £115
delivered
15k beef box £165
delivered
To place an order or
to ask any questions,
contact Debbie on

01837 810569 or email us.
Delivery dates for beef: 9 September & 16 December. Delivery for lamb: 16 September, 30
September, 21 October.
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Hi Herd Health
Most people will have some
knowledge of bovine TB, and the
fact that Devon is a TB hotspot is
a constant worry for us. I have a
sleepless night when we have our
annual TB test, and so far our
tests have been clear. But there
are a lot of other cattle diseases
that you are probably unfamiliar
with that can debilitate a herd.
Even though our herd is small
(just 15 beasts at the moment of
writing) we make every effort to
maintain a healthy herd, and this
year we decided to get accreditation for our herd health. The cattle all underwent blood tests at
the beginning of the year and
we’re delighted that all our cows
tested negative against all the
tests (BVD, IBR, Johne’s and Leptospirosis).

It’s a great position to be in
and a status that we will do
everything to maintain.
This means we won’t be
buying in any cattle from
outside, and if for any reason this becomes desirable
at some future point, we
would only buy in from
equally high health status
farms. Neither will we be
buying or hiring a bull as
this would mean bringing in
a new animal every two
years and the risks associated with that. So we will
continue with Artificial Insemination (AI) with the
blessing of our vets. The
blood tests will be taken
annually to ensure ongoing
good health and we have

Lower Quarry Heads
This is the field that borders
the river via a very steep &
rather beautiful bank. You’d
think the sheep would stay on
the grass, but no, they have
been known to traverse the
slopes, cross the river & graze
the neighbour’s grass. Can’t
have that, so now there is
posh new fencing thanks to
Andrew’s efforts.
You might be able to spot a
wee gate... if the sheep learn
how to open that they are
welcome to go and nick next
door’s grass!

created a health plan with our vets
to minimise disease risks from
controllable sources.
If you want more information
about the Hi Herd Health scheme
and the relevant diseases, this will
help: http://www.biobest.co.uk/hi
-health-herdcare-cattle-health-
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Andrew the baking fool: on light rye bread with caraway
One of the few benefits of living
in London for a while (apart
from meeting Debbie) was having access to a range of food
from varying cultures and countries. One of the favourites was
a light bread made with rye
flour and flavoured with caraway seeds, delicious with both
sweet and savoury toppings.
As anyone who has experimented with rye bread will
know, it is a tricky flour to master, with a tendency to produce
a heavy, moist loaf with a
‘gummy’ crumb. I’ve had many
attempts at replicating the light,
springy loaves we used to buy,
and have finally come up with a
formula which, although slightly
more complicated, produces a
fine result.
The breakthrough came when
experimenting with the use of a
‘poolish’ to bake baguettes. A
poolish consists of a flour/water
mix to which a tiny amount (one
-eighth of a teaspoon to a
pound of flour) of fast-acting
yeast is added, and the result
left to work overnight. More
flour and a little more yeast is
added to create the final dough
which is exceptionally springy
and light.
The light rye bread is achieved
by mixing a poolish (made with
white flour) with a sourdough
starter made with rye. The
springy, open texture of the
poolish helps counterbalance

the heaviness of the rye, and
the addition of a good dose of
caraway seed gives it that unmistakable flavour.
The process may seem a little
complicated – and it does require you to have an active
sourdough culture available –
but in practice it takes no
longer than a classic sourdough
bread. If you’re not familiar
with the process for making a
sourdough culture you can find
instructions on our website
http://bit.ly/1kqhscx

taste and blood-pressure levels.
Totals
Flour
Water
Seeds/salt
Total weight
Hydration
Method

1900g
1300
55g
3255g
68%

In the evening, mix the poolish ingredients in one bowl and the sourdough
starter in another, and leave overnight. The next morning remove
from the sourdough starter the
amount of culture you used and put it
back in the fridge for future use. Put
the poolish and the starter into one
The quantities below are suffi- bowl then add the remaining flour,
water, yeast, salt and seeds. Knead
cient to bake four good-sized
on a floured surface for 10 minutes.
loaves.
Put in a large bowl and cover with
The poolish
clingfilm and leave to rise for 2-4
Strong white flour 300g
hours depending on temperature.
Water 300g
Knock back, divide into four loaves
Yeast One-eighth of a teaspoon and shape as desired. Final proving
(yes, that’s right!)
then takes a further 1-2 hours followThe sourdough starter
ing which bake for 30-40 minutes in a
hot oven. If you can’t fit all four
Rye flour – light 400g
loaves in the oven at one time it’s a
Water 350g
Sourdough culture – about 200 good idea to prove the first two
loaves in a warm room and put the
-250g but it’s not critical. The
remainder in a cool place to retard
less you add the longer the
the process slightly.
dough will take to work. The
important thing is to remove,
prior mixing the final dough,
the same amount of culture for
next time.
Final dough
Flour 1200g
Water 650g
Yeast One tablespoon
Caraway seed 30g
Salt Around 25g according to
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Build your own cob oven
The cob oven course has
proved so popular we’re
running an extra day how
to build course on 26
July ; it’ll all be featured

in The Ecologist magazine
in July too. Info here:
http://
www.smallholdertraining.
co.uk/coboven.html

Veg!
Don’t know about the rest
of you gardeners out there
but this season the bane
of our lives has been the
humble and hungry
mouse. They’ve nibbled
plants and seeds to death.
So Andrew built a couple
of mouse-proof seedling
covers which have certainly helped the younger
stuff as it emerged . It’s a
bit nerve racking, taking
the plants from under the
covers once their leaves
are pushing frantically at
the top of the wire netting, just in case planting
them out results in yet
and the new plants may
more rodent attacks.
not bear much fruit for
The other mini sadness is
another year. We will
that the raspberry canes
hugely miss the fruit,
that produced such wonand apart from handfuls
derful fruits for seven
for breakfast and as lush
years have all come to the
puddings it means no
end of their natural span
raspberry vinegar mak-

ing this year, so I hope
the hedgerows produce
good blackberries again
for blackberry vinegar—
we get through huge
amounts for salad dressings.

